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Fund commentary
At the end of April, the Santander account had a duration of 0.51yrs, a spread duration of 0.60yrs, and a reporting yield
of 1.92%. The ICE BAML 1-3yr Corporate OAS was up 16bps to 86bps; the 2yr UST traded in a range of 2.33-2.71%,
ending the month at 2.71%.
The month brought about a slow grind of risk off sentiment. Stocks were down across the board driven by lower growth
expectations. Active global monetary tightening (barring China), shutdowns across China, and the ongoing conflict in
Ukraine were the predominant drivers. This filtered over into credit spreads as we experienced a steady move wider
throughout the month. On the rates side, we backed up in the front end through the first half of the month before giving
some of that back due to the reasons mentioned above. Further hawkish rhetoric from central banks, including from
Chair Powell, led to the rebound higher once more. Markets ended the month pricing in an additional 250bps of hikes
for the year, with 50bp hikes over the next 4 meetings. Once again we saw an elevated CPI print of 8.5%, continuing the
recent ‘hot’ trend.

With current market pricing, all-in yields for front end bonds are looking more attractive. We are becoming more
comfortable with duration and will look to selectively add in the 12-18month part of the fixed rate curve when we see
opportunities. We expect a 50bp hike this month, as well as at the next two meetings. We are still cautious with regards
to inflationary pressures. The situation in Ukraine and supply chain issues on the back of further COVID lockdowns in
China are preventing us from extending duration too far.

In terms of positioning, at current levels we will selectively add in the 12-18month part of the fixed rate curve, as well
as taking advantage of any cheap short A-2/P-2 paper. If we see some attractive new issues in the 2-3yr space, we may
also look to add based on how the return profile looks across various scenarios.

Some trades to highlight over April:
Buy 3NC2yr Bank of America new issue fixed rate
Buy 18mo Entergy fixed rate
Buy 18mo Huntington Bank fixed rate
Buy 15mo BFCM fixed rate
Buy 1yr HSBC floater
Buy 1yr Mizuho fixed rate
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